AN EVENING ON THE RAILS
featuring
Richard Bausch and Tom Zoellner

Monday, October 13, 2014
4 - 6 p.m.
Henley Reading Room,
Leatherby Libraries, Second Floor

Two Chapman professors published books this year which describe a particular stretch of rail in New Jersey. Come listen to the same view out the window seen from completely different perspectives—one from a novelist, the other from a nonfiction writer.


Tom Zoellner is the author of four nonfiction books, including the recently published Train: Riding the Rails that Created the Modern World, from the Trans-Siberian to the Southwest Chief. His work has appeared in Harper's, The Atlantic, Time, Foreign Policy, The Oxford American, Men's Health, Slate and The Wall Street Journal, among other places. He is an associate professor of English at Chapman.

Refreshments will be served.
For more information, contact Essraa Nawar at (714) 532-7748 or nawar@chapman.edu.